Landslides and climate changes: insights from Mediterranean test cases
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ABSTRACT

Although several significant landslide events have occurred in recent years around the world [1]
ongoing and expected variations affecting the magnitude and frequency of weather-induced landslides
has met limited interest of researchers and policy-makers mainly compared with interest in other geohydrological hazards (i.e. droughts or pluvial flooding) where the link with potentially climate change
induced increases is widely debated [2,3]. Nevertheless, the Mediterranean area present several test
cases in which the influence of changes in climate variables on the frequency and the magnitude of
landslides is analysed [3]. The geomorphological, geological and climatic variability of Italy makes
the analyses more challenging [4]. Currently, the most reliable and consolidated simulation chain to
assess future variations in landslide activity entails the adoption of physically based climate simulations
driven by assessments on future pathways of greenhouse gases provided by future socio-economic
scenarios. Such data are used as input for landslide models. The current weaknesses in climate
modelling prevent adopting “raw” data but require the adoption of post-processing statistical
approaches known as “bias correction” procedures [5]. Such brief excursus highlights the relevance of
a proper identification of source and magnitude of uncertainties associated to the main elements of the
assessment of climate change impact on landslides. In this regard, the work tests, for each element of
the simulation chain, several options to verify which the elements are characterized by higher
uncertainty and to understand how it can affect direction and magnitude of trends. As test case,
landslides affecting pyroclastic layers of Campania Region (Southern Italy), frequently interested by
weather-induced events in the last years are considered [6]. They usually exhibit null/very low cohesion
values while the suction contribution permits them to be stable also on slope steeper than the effective
friction angle. However, rainfall-induced soil wetting can reduce resistance suction contribution
inducing slope instability. The main features of such covers (e.g. high porosity or hydraulic
conductivity intermediate between that of coarse and fine soils, 10^-6÷10^-7 m/s) entails that the
triggering is regulated by joint actions of the water exchanges between soil and atmosphere for several
months acting as antecedent/predisposing factors and a heavy rainfall event acting as trigger for slope
movements [7]. In this regard, the test case results particularly interesting as the area is expected
experiencing contrasting trends, beneficial (B) or detrimental (D) to slope stability: significant
temperature increases (then more atmospheric evaporative demand, B), lower cumulative rainfall
values in already drier periods (B) but increases in the wettest ones (D), less rainy days (B), more
severe and more frequent heavy rainfall events (D). Although a general worsening in slope stability
conditions is returned under all the different simulation chains, its expected severity highly vary in the
different modelling configurations [8].
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